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Instructions 

1. Tnis paper consists ofs.ections A and B
I 

-, : 

2. Answer ALL questions in section A and any FO-qR .(4) questions from section B. ·
. . I . . ·' . . 

3. All necessary steps in ans�ering each questi.orfmust be �dwn�Iearly .

4. All answers must be wrillim in the answer_ booklet pro�ded. ..
' ' 

. ,:· . 

5. Mathematical tables, mathematical formulae, slide. rules_ �d unprogrn*-;5bl�F�et-_
cruculatorn may be used. · . · · ·

6. Cellulat.phones ate not allowed in the ,examination:r?Om.,..::'.

7. '· Write vour Examination Number on every page of yotrr dwer beak ;..,t ... \.�
•. ... 

. l • • - •, 
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.SECT!ON A (60 M2r-ks} · 

A . .nswer A.LL questions in this section showing fa.LL necessary steps and ansFvets. 

1. (a) Use four figur� tables to find the value of V� e2 1n 3

(b) By using a non<ProgrmTu.uable scientific calculator, find the value in (a) correct to 1 o· significant
figures. (02 marks)

2. (a) Given that S 1 = (p-+q) -+(-q-+-p) and S2 = -(-q-+-p) -+-(p-+q)
use truth tables to find whether or not S 1 is equivalent to S2 • (02Yi marks) 

(b) Write the statement (-p-+q) -+(-q-+-p) using the connective - a.T1d v, and prepare a truth table
for the resulting disjunction. (03 Yi mzrks) 

3. (a) Two curves y _= 2x2 
- 3 and y = x2

- 5x + 3 intersect at two points.Pis one of them and is in

4. 

5. 

the fourth quadrant. Find the tangent of the acute angle between these curves· arthe point P. 
(03 marks). 

(b) A point Q moves such that its distance from the point (5, 3) is equal to twice its distance from
the line x = 2. Find the equation of the locus. (03 marks) 

(a) Prove that 
cos 26 cos 6 - sin 36 sin 46 

sin 86 - sin 69 cos 39 =tan26

(03 marks) 
.. 

(b) Solve the equation 5cosx - 2sinx = 2 for -180° .:s x :s 180° using the substitution t = tan f x
(03 marks) 

(a) The first tenn of a geometric series is 27 and its common ratio is �. Find the least number of
3 

terms so that the series can have its sum exceeding 550. 

(b) Express the series 1 + 4 + 7 + 10 + 13 + --- + 298 in the form I; f(r).
f;] 

(c) Use the method of induction to prove that I;2 r-l = 2 n -1 where n
f= l • 

(02 marks) 

(02 marks) 

i, 2, 3, --. 

(02 marks) 

6. (a) The four points A(-2, -1), B(4, 3), C(x, y) and D(O, -4) ·are fae vertices of a parailelograrn
ABCD. Find the values· ofx and y. (02 marks) 
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7. 

g, 

(b) (i) Two straight lines L 1 and L2 are drawn� the xy plane as shown in the dfagram belo"··

Prove that a = tan" 1 

respectively. 

(ii) Fmd the a·cute imgle between the lines whose equations are y + 2x =.3 2nd y + x = 0.

Use the hyperbolic substitution to find r dx 
I • ·x2 (x 2 +4)2 

The h�ights in cm of 70 pupils in a certain class were distributec;f as follows: 

-! !9 120-129
7 

( a) Find the value of y

130-139 140-149
10

· (D) Compute the variance end me.an of the data.

150-159 I 160-169 
18 11 

(04 marb) 

(06 marb;) 

ii0..i79 
9 

. (01 mer!:)

(05 marks) 

9. (11) Four digit numbern ere formed from the digits 0, 1, 2, 3, 6, 9 with.out �dting a digit Ho\v
mimy different numbers will be formed? (02 marks)

(b} One fow; digit number in 9 (a) is chosen at random, what is the probability th.r.t:

(i) it is gruter than 4,000

(ii) it is between 2000 snd 6000 and divisible by 5?

3 

(04 marb) 
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10. (a) Given that a = I + 3i is a root of the equati�n z2 
- (p + 2i) z + q (1 + i) = 0

. and that p and q are real numbers, determine the values ofp and q. (3 marks) 

(o) If z is a complex number, find the iocus represented by the equatio!!

I
I z -1 1- ,, (3 ....,,,,-:.�) 
1 

z+l 
-

"'· 

SECTION B (40 .Msrks) 

Answer FOUR (4) questions from this section showing all necessary steps and answers. 

11. (<!)
x-1Find the point of intersection of fue line 

4
with the plane 2x - y + 2z = 5

(b) Given the vectors:

a = 2mi-2j
°

+k
b =i +2nj-3k 
C = 3i - j + 2rk 

y+2 
= 

z-1
3 2

(3 mzrb) 

(i) Find the values of m, n and r if the algebraic sum of the vectors is a null vector.

(ii) Using the results in (i) calculate the area of the plane'formed by vectors a and b.

(iii) Find the vo.lume of the parallelopiped as a function ofm, n and r whose sides are the
vectors given above. (07 marks) 

12. (a) If the matrix A = [� -/ = :J ver.,fy that det A = det AT. 
1 -1 3· 

(3 marks) 

(b) Find the adjoint �fthe matrix in (a) and use it to solve the fo�ov:.,ing system of eqmitions; 

3x-2y-2z = 1 

2x + 3y-z = 9

X - y + 3z = -4 (Wmarb) . ·-. 

13. (a) Define the coorqinates ofp(x,y) in polar form and use it to write the foliowing·equations in
most_ simplified polar �orm:

(i) (x-a)2 +(y-b}2 =c2 

(ii) ax+ by+ c = 0. (04Yi mazks) 

Jb) Transfoan equations (i) and (ii) below into cartesian cooidinates and complete them � 
instructed: 1 : 

(i) ? - 4rcos 6 + 4 = 0 c:nd show m.at it has a unique solution.

(ii) sin28 .!. 8 cos2e = 4 and ve;; ... fy that the curve is the result of the product of two straight
lines passing through the origm. (.05Yz marks)
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14. (:!) Stsrtmg from the definition ofme hyperlx>lic function cosh �
show:mt.�(m+ I)1'-cosh{m-1): • �mx

( C) Fmd! me ccomm;;,tes of the rnrn•mm:n �mt of the � y = !: ecru:,. X • 

1S. {ta) Fmd: 

.
a 

(03 m&-b) 

(04 marks) 

(05 marks) 

(b) The area under &-�t line y .= 2x:bounded byx ax.is, x = I and x =.his rotated about the x
i. 

ms.

(i) , Sl:etcn SD:d identic.� th6' nahlre oftbe solid generated.

(ii) Find the eq�tion of the volume so formed as a fimction ofh.

16. . (e) '. Simplify (i) ,�(-p4q)

(ii) p !, (q-+-p)

(05mrls) 

(04 in.arks) 
/ . . 

(b) Write the converse end construct the truth table ofme contrapositive of the conditional
(pAOj-+-q 

' 
(02 marks) 

( c) . Test the validity of the ugument whose premises are 1)--1{-p-+q), q--+-p and p and whose
conclusion is -q. (04 mar.ks) 
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